July Monthly Meeting

BY MAX CHERUBIN

IEEE Foothill Section’s monthly meeting was held on Aug. 10, 2019 at the same location, Cal Baptist University. The possibility of moving the meeting location to Devry Ontario has been discussed but it’s still being looked upon.

Students and Young Professionals who attended the meeting were acknowledged for their return. A one-day cyber security summit at CBU and the possible speakers is on the works. Three positions were announced open in the section, namely, Computer Society Chair, EDCAS Chair and Webmaster.

IEEE Southern California Council (ISCC) is still working on transitioning and on deciding with the new San Diego Section Chair if a proxy representative is a need.

PROFESSIONAL CHAPTER UPDATES

During the meeting, the group discussed a run down of events and activities in each society respectively.

Dr. Frank Freyne of Computer Society is working on a tech talk on 5G and Dr. Sean Monemi of Power & Energy Society is the in-charge of SusTech Poster contest.

The MTT/APS is working on setting up an event about network analyzers having Gerald Herder as the speaker. CPP WIE is looking at coordinating an event with CPP SWE.

The Young Professionals is waiting for a coordination meeting between their Chair and Vice Chair. They’re also looking at doing another bar social event and other possible event at Bootleggers such as microbrewery tour.

The Consultants Network headed by Cash Sutton III is still planning to have its first meeting next month.
Membership Statistics

BY KIMBERLY MOSLEY

1065 active members in the Foothill Section.

3 newly elevated senior members:
Our very own Dr. Sean Monemi (CPP) and Dr. Jon Butler (CalBaptist), and Ian Lockhart.

Congratulations!

Upcoming Events

ARC SUPPRESSION TECHNOLOGY
Sept. 27 at 7PM (Cal Poly Pomona)

DISSECTING DESIGN CHOICES IN CONTINUOUS-TIME DELTA-SIGMA CONVERTERS
Sept. 30 at 3PM (San Diego)

IEEE SUSTECH2020 APRIL 23-25, 2020 - CALL FOR PAPERS
Oct. 1 at 12PM (Orange County)

IEEE Foothill Consultants Network Monthly Meeting
Oct. 2 at 6:30PM (Devry Ontario)

OC IEEE YP GIANT PIZZA PRESENTATION
Oct. 3 at 6:30PM (Irvine)

IEEE Foothill Section Monthly Meeting
Oct. 8 at 6:30PM (Cal Baptist)

HELP US AND VOLUNTEER!

STUDENT CHAPTER UPDATES

CPP POMONA
PROF. GERALD HERDER
PES of CPP Pomona is going to SDG & E and a documentation will be provided.

CSU SAN BERNARDINO
QUIMPIE TUADA & ANDREW BEECHKO
CSUSB WIE has ongoing student orientations and a number of workshops and mentorship programs in line. CSUSB CSE also has a roster of workshops and officers for the incoming year already. They have an upcoming event on Oct. 11, Sky’s the Limit Conference and Game Night on Nov. 15.

These 2 campus societies has been merged with name changed to WiCSE but has been agreed to be restricted to local campus activities only.

UC RIVERSIDE
JACOB POOLE
UC Riverside has been tabling and getting sign ups. They participated in Robosub competition and are looking to creating more workshops. UCR is also planning on talking to student groups in other campuses to promote their graduate program.